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Abstract

This article assesses the importance of the zero lower bound on nominal

’interest rates for the conduct of monetary policy. The article~ employs a

small, forward.looking model developed by Fuhrer and Moore. The model is

simulated under several policy rules that involve eittler high- or low-inflation

targets~ We determine the extent to which the zero bound on nominal interest

rates prevents real interest rates from falling in response to negative spending

shocks, and thus cushioning aggregate output, when zero inflation results in

low nominal rates.

In general, the results suggest that real long-term interest rates drop

considerably in response to an adverse spending shock under a variety of

policy rules and inflation rates. The extent of the decline in long real rates,

and thus the ability of monetary policy to cushion such shocks, generally

depends to only a modest extent on the level of inflation. For relatively

small and short-lived spending shocks, as well as for permanent and large

shocks, the path of output in the zero inflation case is only a little below

that in the higher inflation. But for large shocks persisting a few quarters,

differences in output paths across high- and low-inflation scenarios can be

larger.

Without a doubt, these results are somewhat model-specific, and their

reaI-wo~rld implications depend on how quickly a central bank can recognize

shocks and how vigorously it can respond to them. Moreover, in situations

when the zero bound on nominal interest rates does limit the ability of the

central bank to stimulate the economy by reducing interest rates, other policy

tools--such as fiscal policy may still be effective. Nonetheless, this research

suggests that the constraint on monetary policy posed by the zero bound is

an issue that merits careful thought and perhaps further investigation in

alternative model settings.



1 Introduction

This article assesses the importance of the zero lower bound on nominal

interest rates for the conduct of monetary policy. In the context of arguing

that the optimal rate of inflation is positive, Lawrence Summers [8] stated

that a possible drawback of aggregate price stability is that the central bank

would be constrained in its ability to offset adverse spending shocks because

nominal interest rates cannot turn negative. Cushioning output appreciably

in the face of a negative demand shock may require moving lOng-term real

rates down significantly. If short-term nominal interest rates were already

low before the shock because inflation were low, the central bank may not be

able to reduce short-term real rates muck. The argument assumes implicitly

that the inability to lower short-term real rates significantly impedes the

downward adjustment of long rates.

In this article, we assess this argument using a small forward-looking

model.~ The model was estimated by Jeffrey Fuhrer and George Moore [2].

It incorporates multi-period pricing contracts, a standard IS curve that de-

pends on long-term real interest rates, and a f0rwardalo0king bond market

in which real long-term rates are set consistent with market participants’ ex-

pectations of future short-term real rates. This model and its characteristics

are described in some detail in the next section.

We examine solution paths for the model under higher and lower rates of

inflation and a variety of monetary policy reaction functions. We take ~he

higher rate of inflation to be 4 percent and the low rate to be zero. (We have

ignored biases in price indexes that may cause the desired measured r~e of

inflation to be positive rather than zero.) We assess differences in the high-

and low-inflation scenarios by relative deviations of output from baseline.

1David Lebow examines this’as well as other arguments relating to the zero bound on
nominal interest rates [5].



identify in estimating the model. Evidence supporting (t) is provided in

Fuhrer and Moore [2]. As for the shocks, the estimatei:l model assumes a

linear trend for potential ou~cput, so that permanent shocks to output are

not identified. Thus we do not know if the permanent shocks entertained in

this paper are consistent with the shocks underlying the estimated model.

The temporary output shocks that we simulate, however, fall well within the

estimated distribution of shocks to the output process.

We enforce the zero bound on nominal interest rates through two alterna-

tive techniques involving the monetary policy reaction function, rather than

through a nonlinear money demand equation.3 (In fact, the model includes

no money demand equation or variable measuring the quantity of money.)

The techniques are:

The left-hand-side of the reaction function is specified in terms of log

differences of the short-term nominal rate.

¯ The left-hand-slde of the reaction function is specified instead in terms

of levels of short-term nominal rates, but the response to nominal in-

come is adjusted to keep nominal rates from becoming negative.

An advantage of the first technique is that such a policy rule can be spec-

ified fully in advance; no negative nominal rate is arithmetically possible.

Thus, a reaction function witch given weights on deviations of the targeted

variable can be employed in high- and low-inflation scenarios. A possible

disadvantage of this technique is that the numerical Solution methodology

we employed does not identify a stable solution for some values of the pa-

rameters. This problem in some cases may be a shortcoming of the numerical

3That is, a possible alternative procedure would involve a demand for dentral bank
money that went co infinity as nominal.short rates asymptotically approached zero com-
bined with a reaction function specified in terms of money rather than in terms of short-
term interes~ races.



2 The Model

The simple structura! model that we use comprises three sectors: an IS curve

that relates output to the ez ante long-term real interest rate, a monetary

policy reaction function that moves the short-term nominal interest rate in

response to deviations of target variables from desired values, and a price

contracting specification in which nominal price contracts are negotiated in

real terms. The mode] has been estimated on postwar quarterly data for

the 3-month Treasury bill, the deflator for nonfarm business output, and a

measure of the output gap for nonfarm business output, defined as the resid-

ual from a regression of log per capita nonfarm output on a constant and

a linear time trend; Maximum likelihood estimation yields significant esti-

mates of all the structural parameters. The dynamics implied by the model,

as summarized by the vector autocorrelation function, match the dynam-

ics from an unrestricted vector autoregress~ion very well. At the estimated

parameter values, the model implies a sensible sacrifice ratio, about in line

with the estimates in Gordon [4]. Overall, the model behaves similarly to

a conventional ~macroeconometric model such as the MPS model, despite its.

forward-looking asset and price sectors. Fuhrer and Moore [2] present a more

extensive discussion of the model and its properties.

2.1 The IS Curve

Let Rt be the yield to mat-urity on a coupon bond selling at par, and let M

be the maturity of the bond at the end of quarter t. Then the duration of

the bond is given by
1 -- e-R*M

D~ =     /~* (1)



scale of long raze volatility, one should recognize that the volatility of long

rates depends on the particular monetary policy rule, as well as the par.ame-

ters of the model. Thus, the volatility of long rates observed in this paper’s

simulations may not correspond closely with that observed historically.

Given the definition of the expected long real rate, the real economy is

represented as a simple IS curve that relates the output gap ~, (the deviation

of the log of output from the log of potential output) to its own lagged values

and one lag of the long-term real interest rate, P~-l,

p~ -- 0.017 ,- 1.254~_1 - 0.415p~_2 - 0.798p~_t ,

where ~he parameters are taken fi:om Fuhrer and Moore [2] and p~ is the rate

on consols defined on the previous page.s In the steady state, ~7 = 0, so the

IS curve defines the equilibrium or "natural" real rate of interest, p’~, to be

2.1 percent (0.017/0.798). Note that the equilibrium real rate includes any

real term premium built into the long rate.

One potential concern over using .such a simple IS curve when inflation

and nominal rates are near zero is that the linear representation will not

capture an important nonlinear response of spending to interest rates when

nominal rates are near zero. However, the period of estimation for the IS

curve includes the 1975-79 period, during which short-term real rates varied

from -6 percent to 0 percent, and the long-term real rate implied by the

model dropped well below its equilibrium. The IS curve shows no sign of

misbehaving during this period, suggesting that if the response exists, it is

not of primary importance for total spending.

Another possible shortcoming of this IS curve is the omission of a real-

SThese parameters are consistent, but inefficient, partia!-information estimates. How-
ever, they differ insignificantly from the full information estimates presented in Fuhrer and
Moore [3]. The full-information estimate of the interest elasticity parameter, for example,
is -0.746, with a standard error of 0.25.



contracts currently in effect,~

3

= E - . (7)
i----0

Agents set nominal contract prices so that the current real contract price

equals the average real contract price index expected to prevail over the life

of the contract, adjusted for excess demand conditions.

3

Substituting equation 7 into equation 8 yields the real version of Taylor’s

contracting equation, s

In their contract price decisions, agents compare the current real Contract

price with an average of the real contract prices that were negotiated in the

recent past and those that are expected to be negotiated in the near future;

the weights in the average measure the extent ~o which the past and future

contracts overlap the current one. When output is expected to be high,

the current real contract price is high relative to the real contract prices on

overlapping contracts.

The contracting specification is parameterized by ~, the slope of the con-

~This is a convenient simplification from the theoretica!ly preferable specification ~hat
defines the real contract price as the difference between the nominal contract price and the
weighted average of price indexes that are expected to prevail over the life of the contract.
The simplification yields an algebraically more straightforward model The effects of the
simplification on the empirical properties of the mode! are relatively small. See Fuhrer
and Moore [2] for details on the alternative specification and associated empirical results.

s Gompare equation 9 with equation 1 on page 4 .of Taylor [9]. The coefficients in

equation 9 are fll = ~a f~fi+j/(1 - ~,~ f]) and ~" = 7/(1 - ~. f~).



long-term real rate. The ultimate target is either nominal income or nominal

income growth.

3 Simulations

3.1 Permanent Unanticipated Shocks

This section discusses simulations conducted under a permanent, unantici-

pated shock. The shock increases the output gap initially by 0.4 percent by

reducing the natural rate of interest by 50 basis points. In the post-shock

steady state, real long rates will be 1.6 percent (2.1 percent minus 50 basis

points); short nominal rates will be 5.6 percent with 4 percent inflation and

1.6 percent with zero inflation.

3.1.1 Operating Instrument: Log-Difference Nominal Rates

Chart 1 illustrates a simulation using a log-difference reaction function and a

nominal income target. The response of interest rate differences to deviations

of the level of nominal income from target )~ is set to a value of 60. This

value is the maximum at which a simulation could be obtained. As shown
by the solid line in the upper panel, the nor~inal short rate in the zero-

inflation case adjusts down over a period of about a year by a total of nearly

1-1/4 percentage points. By contrast, the nominal rate in the high-inflation

scenario (shown by the dashed line) falls about 3 percentage points. As would

be expected with the log-difference reaction function, the percent reduction

in nominal interest rates is similar in the two cases. The small difference

reflects the slightly stronger nominal income in the high-inflation case and

the feedback through the reaction function to the nominal rate.

The middle panel of Chart 1 shows that the long real rate overshoots

in both cases--it initially falls by more than the 50 basis point decline in



the natural real rate, as markets bring forward in time the lower short real

rates in the future that will result from lower nominal short rates combined

with 0nly sluggishly declining inflation. In the zero inflation case, the long

rate falls 56 basis points right away and then trends up gradually. In the

high inflation scenario, the long rate initially drops a bit more 62 basis

points. The long real rate then rises more steeply than in the tow inflation

case, reflecting the anticipated need for monetary policy to lean more heavily

against the stronger upward burst of output shown in the lower panel. The

dr?p in real rates is obviously similar across the two scenarios.
The drop in output in the first quarter is identical in the two cases

0.4 percent. The model incorporates a one-quarter lag in the response of

demand to interest rates, so the drop in output in the first quarter repre-

sents solely the exogenous decline in demand, and hence is identical in the

two scenarios. The Slightly lower initial real rates of the high-inflation sce-

nario cushion output in the second quarter, essentially preventing it from

falling further as it does in the zero-inflation case; the difference, however,

is slight--less than one-tenth of 1 percent of the level of output. Output

subsequently recovers a little more steeply in the high-inflation case: The

end of the recovery defined as the point at which output "recovers" its prer

recession level comes about a quarter earlier. The subsequent cycles are of

greater amplitude in this case.

Chart 2 presents a simulation somewhat similar to that of Chart 1, except

that policy reacts to nominal income 9sowi:h rather than nominal income

levels. Under nominal income .qsmvth targeting, the. price level will be lower

in the post-shock steady state than under its baseline rate, while the inflation

rage will return to its baseline rate, which is equal to the targeted growth rate

of nominal income. By contrast, under nominal income targeting, both the

price .level and the inflation rate ultimately return to baseline after a shock.

The requirement that the price level return to baseline in the nominal income



case induces additional cycles in the solution relative to the nominal income

growth case, which only requires the inflation rate to return to its targeted

level. These additional cycles are evident in a comparison of Charts I and 2.

With policy reacting only to income growth rather than income levels,

the short rate is reduced by less and is brought up sooner to the vicinity of

its new equilibrium, l~eaI rates consequently drop a little less. In the low-

inflation case, the real long rate drops immediately to, but not below, the

new natural rate, while in the high-inflation case the long rate overshoots.

The lower real rates of the high-inflation case bring the output gap to zero

appreciably more quickly than in the zero-inflation scenario.

3.1.2 Operating Instrument: Nominal Short-Rate Levels

In section 3.1.1, the zero percent floor on nominal interest rates was enforced

by considering reaction functions in log-difference form. In this section, the

operating instrument is considered to be levels of short-term nominal rates,

as in equation 11. The policy responsiveness coet:[icient, )~, is adjusted on a

case-by-case basis in such a way as to allow the nominal short rate to fall to,
but n6t below, zero.

Such a reaction function, i.e., one specified in terms of levels, seems most

consistent with a view that the central bank can determine the true level of

the natural rate of interest with a high degree of certainty. In such a situation,

the central bank presumably would wish to move interest rates promptly to

appropriate levels. By contrast, the previous section’s log-difference reaction

function, which embodies interest-rate smoothing, might better characterize

policy as actually practiced, as monetary policymakers take into account

uncertainty, any costs of interest rate variability, and perhaps an aversion to

frequent reversals of course.

As shown by the dashed line in Chart 3, in the 4 percent inflation case,

policy lowers the short rate to zero in the second period, after nominal income



began to fall significantly below target in the first period. That is, nominal

short rates fall 6.1 percentage points almost immediately. This responsiveness

corresponds to a ~ equal to 14. By contrast, the lower level of nominal rates

in the low-inflation case permits a much less aggressive policy response: Short

rates can fall only 2.1 percentage points, corresponding to a )~ of 3.5.

The middle panel shows that the larger move in nominal rates in the

4 percent inflation case results in a sharper initial drop in the real tong rate,

by about 9 basis points for two periods. Long rates subsequently move up

more strongly in the high-inflation situation. The larger drop in real rates in

this case causes the recession (defined as the period during which the output

gap is growing) to end after one quarter, whereas the recession in the low-

inflation case lasts two quarters. The recovery similarly ends sooner in the 4

percent inflation scenario. Output overshoots and cycles a little in the high

inflation case..Although output, also overshoots slightly in the low inflation

case, the approach to equilibrium is more gradual.

Chart 4 presents simulations for an interest rate levels operating target

and a nominal income growth ultimate target. The high- and low-inflation

cases use i equal to 14 and 6.5, respectively. In both simulations, monetary

policy drops nominal short rates sharply as an output gap opens and inflation

falls below target, leading to a shortfall in nominal income growth. The

easing is reversed quickly, however, as a drop in the rea! long rate prompts

a rebo~fnd in real output that pushes nominal income growth roughly back

to target. In both the high- and low-inflation cases, after a few quarters

the nominal short rate actually gets pushed a bit: above its new long-run

equilibrium, and this overage is transferred to the real long rate. Very slowly,

the real long rate drifts toward the new natural rate, bringing the output gap

eventually to zero. Although output is a little higher in the second through

sixth quarters in the high inflation case, the difference is small.



3.2 Temporary Unanticipated Shocks

This section generally considers a temporary 0.4 percent shock to aggregate

demand; in most simulations, the shock occurs in the first period .of the so-

lution and last for one quarter. Section 3.2.2 also considers a longer-lasting

tempo#ary shock and a reaction function that includes forward-looking ele-

ment s.

3.2.1 Operating Instrument: Log-Difference Nominal Short Rates

With a log difference reaction function and A set equal to 30, short rates in the

high inflation case decline about 4 percentage points over the span of a few

quarters, while short races fall 1-1/2 percentage points (to 65 basis points)

in the low inflation case. (This simulation is shown in Chart 5.) Real long

rates drop considerably farther initially with 4 percent inflation 35 basis

points, as opposed to 20 basis points in the zero inflation case. The lower

real races permit a somewhat steeper recovery of output, but the pattern is

not markedly different. The relatively modest variation in output across the

two cases reflects the sma!] difference in 10ng rates measured in percentage

points.

3.2.2 Operating Instrument: Nominal Short Rate Levels

Chart 6 shows results for temporary unanticipated shocks and an interest-

rate-levels reaction function. Again, the high inflation case permits a sub-

stantially more aggressive response measured in terms of percentage point

movement in nominal short rates. (The policy responsiveness parameter ~

is equal to 10 and 1.65, respectively, in the two cases.) Consequently, the

decline in real long rates is more than twice as steep. But because the per-

centage point difference in long rates is relatively small, the trajectory of
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data.9 In the 4-percent-inflation scenario, the output gap reaches a trough

of 2.8 percent, while in the zero-percent-inflation case~ output troughs at

3.6 percent. The 0.8 percentage point absolute difference in output gaps

in the two scenarios probably would Be regarded By many as economically

meaningful.1°

3.3 Temporary Anticipated Shocks

Chart 9 considers the case of temporary anticipated shocks with an operating

instrument specified in terms of interest rate levels. The fact that demand
will be depressed for one quarter By 0.4 percent Becomes known four quar-

ters in advance. In response, long-term real rates drop immediately By about

5 basis points. Output initially moves up as interest-sensitive spending re-

sponds to lower interest rates in advance- of the spending shock. Monetary

policy responds to the excess of nominal income over target by pushing up

the short rate. After four quarters, output drops sharply as demand falls

off temporarily. With a lag of one quarter, monetary policy eases. In the

high-inflation case, the short rate is dropped extremely sharply, from nearly

I0 percent to zero. In the zero-inflation case, the short rate falls from about

3.25 percent to zero. Anticipating the more aggressive easing of monetary

policy in the high-inflation case, tea! long rates decline about 9 basis points

further than under zero inflation. Consequently, the trough in output in the

high inflation case is slightly above that in the low-inflation situation.

9Recession depths may be estimated either from a log detrended output series (with
the trend broken in 1973) or from an output gap series implied by the unemployment rate
and an inverted Okun’s Law.

1°Interestingly, the relative differences in the output gaps at the trough in Chart 8
are smaller than in Cha~t 7, while the abaoluie differences are larger. These differences
illustrate perhaps a general point for reaction functions that bring nominal rates promptly
to zero: As the size of ~he shock grows, the relative differences in output shrink.



4 Additional Considerations

The differences identified in the previous section between output under high-

and low-inflation cases may depend in part on certain aspects of the model’s

specification and parameters. In this section, we consider the following mod-

ifications:

The existence of a term premium in long-term interest rates, which

implies a lower steady-state level of real short rates, may limit the

ability of monetary policy to stimulate economic activity.

If short real rates, in addition to long real rates, affect spending, the

ability of tong ~atcs to jump down, cushioning the ef[ccts of an adverse

spending shock, would be less relevant and the behavior of short rates

would be more relevant.

If bond markets are partly backward-10oking, bond rates may be less

apt to jump down when news becomes available about adverse spending

shocks.

4.1 Term Premium in Interest Rates

As noted, the previous simulations assume that reat long-term interest rates

contain no term premium. If there is a term premium in long rates, however,

the ability of monetary policy to ease in response to an adverse spending

shock would be more constrained, because the equilibrium short real rate

would be lower than the equilibrium long rate by the amount of the term

premium. Whiteseli [10] estimated that the equilibrium real rate on 3-month

Treasury bills between 1978 and 1992 was between !,/2 and 1-5/8 percentage

points below that on 10-year Treasury notes. In this section, we assume a

constant term premium in long, term real rates of 1 percentage point. In

contrast to the estimation results underlying the previous simulations, we
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Chart 11 displays the results of this simulation. The model behaves about

as it does in the simul-ations in Chart 1, although the movements are some-

what smaller in amplitude, reflecting the smaller size of the initial shock.

Real long rates again jump down, overshooting their equilibrium values. The

rea! two-year rate jumps down considerably and rebounds more vigorously

in expectation of the movements in the short nomina~l rate, especially in the

high-inflation case, reflecting the sharper contemporaneous and anticipated

movements in nominal short rates. Despite the sharper movements of the

shorter real rate, the path of the output gap under high inflation is stronger

only co a modest degree in comparison with that of Chart 1. Evidently,

the weight on short rates in the IS curve is not large enough to make an

appreciable difference in output.

Overall, for our specifics%ion, ~he exclusion of shorter-duration real r~%es

~ppe~rs ~o be ~n unimportant omission. Including %he shor%-duration re~l

rate yields qualitatively similar behavior for moderately ~ggressive policy

responses~ However, a more dis~ggreg~%ed IS curve tha~ separately modeled

spending on consumer durables, business equipment, ~esidential structures,

and nonresidential structures might well find l~rger sensitivity ~o shorter-

duration real rates ~han we have used.

4.3 Backward.Looking Bond Markets

The expected 10ng-term real r~te as defined in equation 3 is completely

forward-10oking, satisfying period-by-period arbitrage. As a result, the real

rate jumps immediately in response to an unanticipated shock, as is clear

in Charts 1 to 11. This feature of the model’s long real rates may be a

bit unrealistic; while holding period returns are unlikely to diverge over ex-
tended periods, they may not be equalized period by period. Thu:S we explore

the robustness of our simulation results to a modified real rate specification

that combines both forward-looking and backward-looking behavior. The



"mixed" rea! rate is defined as

p7 - + (1 - (is)

where p[ is the purely forward-looking real rate defined in equation 3, and

p~ is a weighted average of past short real rates, with weights that sum to 1

and decline geometrically into the past

(14)

which expands to

- (1 -s
.,4.=0

By varying the degree of backward-lookingness, w, in the real rate, and the

rate. a~ whiCh the backward-looking weights, 6~’, decay into the past, we can

get an idea of the sensitivity of our results to the real rate specification.

Interestingly, the stability of the model is sensitive to the exact combi-

nation of w, 8, and IS interest elasticity. For example, with w = .5, 8 = .9,

and the interest elagticity in equation 4, the model does not have a stable,

unique solution. The backward-looking long rate places too much weight on

the recent past, and thus exerts a destabilizing force On output and inflation.

Setting 8 - .98 (which implies weights decaying into the past at the same

rate as the weights decay into the future for the forward-looking real rate),

w - .95, ~ = 50, and the interest elasticity to its benchmark value, the

model is stable with a log-difference reaction function. Chart 12 displays the

solution paths of the short nominal rate, the long real rate, and the output

gap in response to an unanticipated permanent output gap. shbck.

As can be seen in the middle panel, the real long rate still jumps down

considerably, despite the very large parameters on the backward-looking corn-



ponent of real rat.es. But it takes three to four quarters for the rate to reach

its trough, unlike the case in Chart t, where long rates reach their low point

essentially immediately. As in Chart ~1, rea! rates are lower in the high in-

f!.ation scenario than in the low inflation case .~[or the first four quarters or

so, but the relative differences between the purely’forward-looking case and

the mixed backward,/forward case are quite small. Consequently, t.he relative

paths of output are similar, although the .cycles are larger in Chart t2, given

the sluggish cushioning effect of long rates.

~ Overall, incorporating backward-looking behavior in the bond markets
does not alter the qualitative properties of the model simulations.

5 Conclusion

This article examined One argument that the optimal rate of inflation is pos-

itive, namely that the lower nominal rates of interest that would accompany

zero inflation would limit the ability of monetary policy -to ease in response to

an adverse spending shock. To assess the argument, we utilized a small model

of the U.S. economy that captures forward-looking behavior both in financial

markets and in product markets and whose broad properties correspond with

those of large~scale macroeconometric models. Our results indicate that~he

argument is correct, qualitatively speaking. Although long-term real rates in

forward-looking bond markets do decline in response to news about adverse

spending shocks, thus cushioning the reduction in output, the decline ~in real

rates can be constrained by the inability of nominal rates to fall below zero.

We find that for relatively small and shOrt-lived spending shocks, as well

as ~for permanent and large shocks, the path of output in the zero inflation

case is only modestly below that in the higher inflation case--on the order

of a tenth or two of a percent; the recession and-th~ recovery tend to be

completed one quarter later with higher inflation rates. But for large shocks



has provided an initial quantification and a stirring point for future research

on the issue of the relevance of the zero bound.
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